Qualified Interior Designer
“You can trust us. We will not let you make a
mistake.
We have the education and
experience, essential to providing expert
advice.
Our
friendly,
approachable
personalities allow you to feel comfortable in
asking any question. We provide answers
with explanations that will give you
confidence in your decisions.
Cecile Panton, Owner and Interior Designer

We will assist you in creating a lifestyle for
your home that inspires, relaxes and
surrounds everyone with comfort. Functional
and aesthetically pleasing interior design is the
result of detailed planning, and this is possible
on any budget. With our assistance you will
be able to get maximum benefit from every
dollar spent.”

Excellent Customer Service
We don’t disappear after the sale. Our policy is
to be present at each delivery to your home, to
supervise the correct positioning and
placement.

Decorating style, budget and items for the
project are evaluated together. Our clients
know that they will always find us ready to
listen to any concerns, and to assist them with
sound practical solutions.

Fine Furnishings & Accessories
Our showroom provides fine furnishings and
beautiful accessories, ready for immediate
delivery. Hundreds of additional items are
available for special ordering, direct from
manufacturers that we have known for years.

We handle all shipping issues, customs clearing
and provide free delivery and installation saving
you the headaches. Some manufacturers that
we deal with are Bernhardt, Broyhill, Drexel,
Lane, Century, Stanley, Lexington,, Ficks Reed
and many more.

Draperies, Bedding, Upholstery
Custom window coverings, bedding, and
upholstery are created by experienced
personnel, in our facilities on the premises. This
allows our quality control to be unsurpassed.

We stock an array of designer fabrics, and receive special orders
within 14 days. Once fabric is received we fabricate the items in
just three to four days. We always prepare meticulous quotes in
a timely matter, so there are no surprises.

Remodeling and New Construction
Space planning, lighting design, and specifying finishes,
are among the many decisions we are qualified to assist
you with, by providing valuable input. We offer site
supervision on installations to ensure that things are
being done as planned. Space planning, furnishings and
window coverings can be determined and planned for
during the architectural drawing stage, to eliminate
costly changes. Items may be ordered and ready to
deliver just as soon as needed.

Trust, Integrity, Professionalism
Cecile Panton completed studies from the Art
Institute of Chicago, in Interior Design.
Throughout her 40 year career as an Interior
Designer, she has taken courses and is
currently taking architectural classes.
Continuing her education has always been
important to her. The benefit to her clients is
having all the latest methods, and knowledge
available to them.
Cecile has both commercial and residential
projects to her credit. Clients know that she
looks after their best interest, first and
foremost. They rely on her professionalism
and continually refer their family and friends.
Cecile serves the community as an active
member of The Cayman Islands Beautification
Committee.

Email:

cecile@islandinteriors.com.ky
design@candw.ky
Website: www.islandinteriors.com.ky
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